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Reliable Multicast in Wireless Networks Christophe LE ROQUAIS, Erasmus Student, Dept. Telecommunications, INSA Lyon July 12, 2002 Abstract Reliable multicast is a powerful communication primitive for structuring distributed programs in which multiple processes must closely cooperate together. In this paper it will first reminded how multicast works and especially the different classes of delivery. Then it will be described a protocol for supporting reliable multicast in a distributed system that includes mobile hosts. In this protocol, it is supposed that mobile hosts can communicate with a wired infrastructure by means of wireless technology. In this protocol, the sender of each multicast may select among three increasingly strong delivery ordering guarantees: FIFO, Causal, Total. Movements do not trigger the transmission of any message in the wired network as no notion of hand-off is used. The set of senders and receivers (group) may be dynamic.
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Multicast



1.1



Definition



Multicast is a special form of communication where one sender issues messages to a group of receivers. In Figure 1 an example of multicast is shown. Several applications are associated to multicast like videoconferences, distribution of news, software updates, multi-players games...
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Dino Receiver3



Figure 1: Multicast communication Several aspects have to be to considered in multicast communications: Addresses How to address group members? Routing How to deliver data packets to group members? Group Management Who is a group member? How to assure an efficient management for big groups? Reliability How to order packets destined to several receivers? Must the sender wait for acknowledgements from every members?
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1.2 1.2.1



Multicast in the Transport Layer What is the Role of the Transport Layer?



In the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model, the Transport Layer enables two end-system applications to communicate. In computer networks, TCP and UDP protocols are often implemented. UDP supplies a minimum error recovery. TCP is a protocol designed to offer a reliable packet transmission service between two machines. The supplied services of TCP are the following ones: Error recovery The transport layer treats lost, erroneous, duplicated and bad sequenced packets. In general, that is realized by inserting a sequence number in each packet and by the sending of an acknowledgement (ACK) from the remote host. If for example the ACK message is not received before a pre-defined time then the packet is resent. Flow control To control the flow sent by the sender, the receiver sends a ”window” with each ACK. This ”window” indicates the instantaneous reception capacity. This parameter indicates the number of bytes that the sender can send before to receive the next acknowledgement. Packet order The sequence number enables to reorder packets into the correct order and to discard duplicated packets. 1.2.2



How to Define Reliable Multicast?



In traditional unicast, we use TCP for reliable communications. For multicast, we have to consider new problems and especially scalability. Scalability A network architecture is considered to be scalable if, it works properly even when the initial design parameters are increased by several orders of magnitude. It appears that a Multicast communication cannot be the sum of unicast communications. For example, it would be harm that the sender would have to wait for ACKs from every receivers, creating thus a traffic congestion in the network. As shown on Figure 2, according to the network capacity and sender’s/receiver’s wishes, several Reliability classes can be envisaged: Unreliable There is no check of the packet delivery. Partial-reliable Not every group member needs to receive all packets correctly. k-reliable k group members are expected to receive packets in the correctly. statistically reliable A percentage of all group members is expected to receive packets correctly. sufficiently reliable The number of receivers who receives correctly packets is not known because the group is often anonymous. Reliable Every group member receives packets without errors, no duplicated message and in the correct order.



1.2.3



Delivery Order



As said before in section 1.2.1, one of the main aspects of reliability is the packet order at the receiver. According to this order, we distinguish four delivery order classes: FIFO order or Source order See Figure 3. At common destinations, packets will be delivered exactly with the same sequence in which they were issued by the sender. If a group member sends a packet m2 after sending a packet p1, then any group member that delivers both messages delivers first p1 and then p2. Causal order See Figure 4. If the transmission of a packet p2 causally follows the transmission of a packet p1, then any group member that delivers both packets delivers first p1 and then p2. 2
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Figure 2: Reliability classes



Total order See Figure 5. Any two group members that deliver a pair of packets p1 and p2, deliver them in the same order, e.g. either they both deliver p1 before p2, or they both deliver p2 before p1. Global order See Figure 6. Global order is at the same time FIFO order, Causal order and Total order. In the following, FIFO order will be called F-CAST, Causal order will be called C-CAST and Total order will be called T-CAST. Sending packet 1 Node 1
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Figure 3: FIFO or Source order



1.3 1.3.1



Multicast in Wireless Networks Wireless Networks Architecture



As proposed in the following protocol explained in section 2 and as a general approach, wireless networks (See Figure 7) are composed of the following way: • A wired backbone. • Wired stations directly linked to the backbone. These stations are called Stationary Hosts (SH). Some SHs have special functionalities: – Coordinators (C) and the Coordinator Boss (CB). They manage the network and especially the delivery order of packets. Every Coordinators (C) are responsible for a quantity of Mobile Hosts (MHs). The CB manages the whole network. 3
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Figure 4: Causal Order
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Figure 5: Total Order
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Figure 6: Global Order
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– Mobile Support Stations (MSS). They are gateways between the wired backbone and mobile hosts. We can compare them to WLAN access points. With each MSS, a covered area is associated. • Mobile Hosts (MH). To communicate, they use both wireless and wired networks.
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Figure 7: Architecture of the wireless network



1.3.2



Limitations of Wireless Networks



Traditional wired networks are made up of only fixed hosts that change their access point. In wireless networks, we find fixed and mobile hosts. In wireless networks, resources (energy, memory) of mobile devices are poor. Moreover the bandwidth in such networks is limited compared to wired networks. Another point to stress is that errors are more frequent in wireless networks than in wired networks. Traditional wired network protocols are not designed for communications between mobile hosts. They do not implement features such as cell-switching or dynamic group membership. As a matter of fact, traditional protocols have to be adapted to mobile systems. New protocols are adapted to reliable multicast in wireless networks. For example, this proposed in the following section. This protocol was proposed by G. Anastasi, A. Bartoli and F. Spadoni, Italian researchers from the Universities of Pise and Trieste [1].
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A Protocol for Reliable Multicast in Wireless Networks



2.1



Protocol Features



The protocol proposed in [1] has the following features: • Multicast communication is reliable. All multicasts messages are delivered and there are no duplicates. • The sender of each multicast datagram may select among three increasingly strong delivery orders: FIFO, Causal and Total. Global order is not supported. • The set of senders and receivers may be dynamic: a mobile host may join and leave such group at will of the application. • Each group member is associated to a Coordinator C, different to the Coordinator Boss (CB). • Cell switchings of MHs do not trigger any message exchange in the wired network. This feature allows supporting efficiently a large number of MHs that frequently switch between cells. 5



• The size of message headers, the size of data structures at MHs, and the number of messages in the wired network for each multicast do not depend on the number of group members. These factors contribute to make the protocol highly scalable.



2.2



Structure of Messages



The protocol uses eight important messages that are shown in Table 1: JOIN, NEW, NACK, ACK, NORMAL, STABINFO, JOINSYNC and JOINOK. A message is recognizable by its TAG in its header. The TAG is the first field of each message. It indicates the nature of the message. Tag JOIN NEW NACK ACK NORMAL STABINFO JOINSYNC JOINOK



From MH MH MH MSS C or CB MSS CB C or CB



To CB C MSS MH MH C C CB



Use For joining the group For multicasting in the group Notify about missing multicasts datagrams Acknowledge that a message has arrived at MSS Propagate a multicast or a membership change Propagate stability information Allocate data structures at coordinators Communicate initial sequence number



Table 1: Main messages used in the protocol



2.3 2.3.1



Dynamic Membership Actions at Group Members



• A MH wishing to become a group member constructs a JOIN message and sends this message to the CB. The message includes the unique host identifier of MH and a join-id. The pair (MH, join-id) will be the unique member identifier Mid of the new group member. MH is the MAC-address and join-id is a unique number. Then MH starts listening to NORMAL messages sent by CB until receiving the message with the membership change notifying about its inclusion in the group (This message informs MH about the identity of its own coordinator). • A MH wishing to leave a group sends a NEW message with a flag to the CB. Upon receiving the acknowledgement from a MSS, the group member stops participating the group. 2.3.2



Actions at the Coordinators Boss CB



CB maintains a member-cache with the identifiers of past group members that have left the group. An entry is purged from the member-cache after a time sufficiently long to ensure that no messages related to that group member are still in transit. • Upon receiving a JOIN message, the boss CB multicasts a JOINSYNC message to all coordinators (including itself) and waits for a JOINOK from each of them. Then it selects a coordinator for Mid according to some fair rule, records the association and finally issues a NORMAL message to indicate the joining of Mid. • Upon receiving a NEW message telling that Mid whishes to leave the group, CB checks whether Mid is in the member-cache. If so it discards the message. Otherwise, it instructs all coordinators that Mid is leaving the group and waits for a response. Having received all such responses, CB constructs a NORMAL message describing the membership change. MSS inspects NORMAL MESSAGES to detect membership changes and to stop relaying missing messages to MHs that, meanwhile, have left the group.
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2.4 2.4.1



Sending of Multicast Messages Sending of a Fifo-ordered or Causal-ordered Message



To illustrate the protocol, we use the network architecture shown in Figure 8. This architecture includes three cells, two Coordinators, the Coordinator Boss, three MSSs and five MHs. Each group member has a unique member identifier selected by the group member itself upon joining the group. A group member MH1 with the number identifier Mid sends a multicast message. MH2, MH4, MH5
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Figure 8: Sending of a Fifo-ordered or Causal-ordered message MH1 sends a Fifo-ordered (F-CAST) or Causal-ordered (C-CAST) message. 1. Mid sends a NEW message containing the payload to the local MSS. 2. The MSS replies with an acknowledgement. 3. The MSS forwards the message to the coordinator C(mid) [C1] associated with MH1. 4. C(mid) changes the tag of the NEW message to NORMAL, appends a sequence number and multicasts the resulting message to all MSSs. 5. MSSs then broadcast NORMAL message to group members in their respective cell. 6. When receiving a NORMAL message, a group member MH determines whether this message has to be discarded, has to be delivered or has to be buffered as its immediate delivery would violate the ordering specified by the sender. • F-Cast: a MH delivers the NORMAL message if MH has already delivered the last message sent by C1. • C-Cast: same condition as F-Cast and if MH has already delivered all messages sent by every Ci. 2.4.2



Sending of a Totally-ordered Message



A group member Mid sends a totally-ordered message as shown on Figure 9. The data flow is shown in Figure 10. 1. It sends a NEW message containing the payload to the local MSS. 2. The MSS replies with an acknowledgement. 3. The MSS forwards the message to the coordinator C(mid) associated with Mid. 7
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Figure 9: Sending of a Total-ordered message



4. Now, C(Mid) appends a sequence number and forwards the NORMAL message to the boss CB rather than multicasting it to MSSs. 5. The boss appends a further sequence number and then multicasts the resulting message to all MSSs. 6. When receiving a NORMAL message, a group member MH determines whether this message has to be discarded, has to be delivered or has to be buffered as its immediate delivery would violate the ordering specified by the sender. A MH delivers the NORMAL message if: Mid has already delivered the last message sent by C1, Mid has already delivered the last-1 message sent by CB and Mid has already delivered all messages sent by every Ci.



2.5



Error Treatment



Some errors may occur either at coordinators or at group members. 2.5.1



Errors at Coordinators



NEW messages can be lost due to: Incomplete coverage, unreliable wireless links, unpredictable movements of MHs. Others possible errors are: Arrival of duplicates at coordinators, arrival of out-oforder messages at coordinators. To solve these problems, Mid attaches a locally-generated sequence number to each NEW message enabling C(Mid) to discard duplicates and to process NEW message in the order in which they were generated. 2.5.2



Errors at Group Members



To detect and to solve problems, group members check with the sequence numbers attached by coordinators. Missing messages provoke a retransmission request in the form of a NACK message sent to the local MSS. Duplicates are discarded while out-of-order messages are buffered until they can be delivered without violating the ordering specified by the sender.



2.6



Actions



In this section we will see in details the actions at each device. Especially actions following the sending of a NEW message and of a NORMAL message.
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2.6.1



Actions at group members



A group member sends a NEW message . A group member Mid sends a NEW message to the local MSS. Inside the NEW message: payload, identifier of the coordinator associated with Mid, C(Mid), a flag, order (specifying the desired ordering), a locally-generated sequence number, a description of the messages delivered by Mid. The group member resents periodically this message until receiving an acknowledgement from a MSS. If Mid roams in an uncovered region before receiving the acknowledgement, retransmissions are postponed until entering a cell again. A group member receives a NORMAL MESSAGE m . Explanations are illustrated on the flowchart Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Group member’s behavior while processing a NORMAL message Upon receiving a NORMAL message m, Mid checks wether m is a duplicate. To this end, Mid maintains an array of sequence numbers, delivered, with one entry per coordinator and initialized upon joining the group. Then Mid checks wether m satisfies the delivery condition for the ordering specified by the originating group member. This condition depends on:
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1. The messages delivered by the originating group member upon sending m 2. The sequence number of m. 3. The array delivered at Mid. If the condition evaluates to false, then m cannot yet be delivered otherwise the desired ordering would be violated, i.e. Mid has not yet received one or more messages that must be delivered before m. In this case, Mid buffers m and requests retransmissions of these messages. It does so by sending to the local MSS a NACK message describing the missing messages and the delivered messages. This NACK is resent periodically because it might be lost. On the other hand, if m satisfies its delivery condition then Mid delivers m, updates delivered accordingly and processes the buffered NORMAL messages whose delivery condition has become true due to the delivery of m. 2.6.2



Actions at MSSs



MSS receives NEW messages from a group member Mid . In this case, MSS sends an acknowledgment to Mid. And then, MSS forwards the message in the cell. MSS stores a copy of the message in its cache. MSS receives a NORMAL MESSAGE . MSS stores a copy of the message in the local cache and broadcasts the message in the cell. MSS receives a NACK from a group member MID . • MSS extracts the description of messages already delivered by Mid. • MSS forwards the description to coordinators by means of a STABINFO message. • MSS extracts the description of the missing messages and relays these messages to Mid through a sequence of NORMAL messages These messages are obtained from the local cache or from the coordinator. • If the NACK is received while MSS is processing a previous NACK by the same Mid, then MSS determines which NACK is more recent and discards the other. • When MSS receives no NORMAL messages from coordinators, it periodically retransmits in the cell the sequence number of the last NORMAL message sent. This allows group members to detect possible NORMAL messages which got lost. 2.6.3



Actions at Coordinators C



Actions are illustrated on the flowchart Figure 11. A coordinator receives a NEW message m . • If the sending group member Mid is not included in the current membership C discards m. • Otherwise C checks wether m is a duplicate, in which case it discards m. • Then, C checks whether m arrived out-of-order, in which case it buffers m. • In case m is not a duplicate and arrived in order, C changes the tag to NORMAL, appends a locally-generated sequence number and stores a copy of the resulting message m1 into normbuffer. • If the ordering specified in m is total order, C sends m1 to CB otherwise it multicasts m1 to all MSSs. • Finally C processes NEW messages sent by mid that are buffered and have become in-order. A coordinator receives a STABINFO message .
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Figure 11: Coordinator’s behavior while processing a NEW MESSAGE
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STABINFO message A STABINFO message has these fields: Mid, that identifies a group member and a sequence number s such that Mid has certainly delivered all multicasts, issued by the coordinator to which the STABINFO is addressed, with sequence number up to s. C extracts from the STABINFO message the description of the messages sent by C itself and delivered by the specified group member mid. Then, C updates norm-buffer to record messages delivered by mid and removes from norm-buffer messages delivered by all group members. The CB receives a NORMAL message . C appends a locally-generated sequence number, stores a copy of the resulting message in normbuffer and multicasts this message to the MSSs and to the coordinator that sent the message.
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